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On the way to a Grand Prix race in 1896, a curious idea occurred to
Theodor Herzl. The Jewish state, whose foundation the Viennese
journalist had made his life’s goal at that time, should be headed by
a Jewish Doge. In his diary, the founder of modern Zionism had
already outlined the solemn ceremony:

The officials of all ministries, deputations from the cities, the
clergy, finally the High Priest of the capital city. The flag with
a guard of honor composed of generals. The Doge! And here
the procession attains its symbolic splendor. For, while all are
marching in gold-studded gala dress, the high priests under
canopies, the Doge will wear the garb of shame of a medieval
Jew, the pointed Jew’s hat and the yellow badge! (The proces-
sion might move through the Ghetto, which will in any case be
constructed as a reminder and a memorial).1

Nothing came of this vision, of course. The Jewish state was never to
have a Jewish Doge modelled on the Venetian one, even though
Herzl returned to the idea again and again.
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Trans. Jonathan Uhlaner.

1 Theodor Herzl, The Complete Diaries of Theodor Herzl, ed. Raphael Patai,
trans. Harry Zohn, 5 vols. (New York, 1960), i. 57, entry for 9 June 1895: ‘ . . .
wäh rend alle in goldblitzenden Staatsgewändern, die Hohen Priester unter
Baldachinen gehen, hat der Doge die Schandtracht eines mittelalterlichen
Juden, den spitzen Judenhut und den gelben Fleck! (Der Zug geht vielleicht
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Yet the idea of adopting offices of the Venetian state for Jewish
purposes was not quite as odd as it might seem at first glance, at least
within the context of early modern Jewry. Although there was never
a Jewish Doge, recent historical studies have shown that other offices
of Jewish self-government, especially of the Venetian Jews in the age
of the Ghetto, were largely modelled on the institutions of the
Serenissima.2 A further interesting but hardly studied chapter in this
connection is the emergence, development, and demise of the office
of consul among Jews in the Mediterranean area and beyond during
the early modern period. The impetus for the creation of this office
also came from the Christian world, and again from the Republic of
Venice, but not only from there. Although the development of the
consular office in the Christian world was not peculiar to Venice, it
was closely bound up with the history of the Republic and its enter-
prises in the Levant.3

Benjamin Arbel has recently pointed out that ‘the appearance in
the sixteenth century of Jews bearing titles . . . previously held exclu-
sively by Christians, and especially the official recognition of these
titles by Venice and Ragusa, is worthy of attention’.4 Prosopo -
graphical and systematic research on the entire spectrum of profes-
sional Jewish consuls in the early modern period is therefore all the
more necessary.5 There is much to suggest that completely unknown
biographies may be brought to light. A recent detailed survey article
on the political and diplomatic activities of Sephardic Jews in the
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auch durch die Ghettogasse, die jedenfalls zur Erinnerung und zur Mahnung
gebaut werden wird.)’
2 David Joshua Malkiel, A Separate Republic: The Mechanics and Dynamics of
Venetian Jewish Self-Government 1607–1624 (Jerusalem, 1991), 12. Malkiel
notes that the Serenissima ‘served as a political model for its Jewish commu-
nity’.
3 See Ugo Tucci, ‘Le colonie mercantili italiane e il commercio internazionale
nel medioevo’, Ateneo veneto, 31 (1993), 7–28, at 11.
4 Benjamin Arbel, Trading Nations: Jews and Venetians in the Early Modern
Eastern Mediterranean (Leiden, 1995), 163.
5 It should be noted that the common Italian Jewish family name, ‘Consolo’,
is not an indication of having held the office of consul. The name is actually
derived from the Hebrew ‘na’im’ (pleasant). See Elena Lea Rossi Artom and
Giovanna Camis Barouch, ‘Alla ricerca della storia di un cognome: Consolo’,
Rassegna mensile di Israel, 72 (2006), 159–74.



early modern period fails even to mention the office of consul.6 Con -
versely, an important volume published in 2006 that investigates the
development of the consular office from a general perspective makes
no reference to the group of Jewish consuls.7

Since previous research on Jewish consuls may at most be said to
be sketchy, this essay will outline the phenomenon and provide
material for future research without, of course, making any claim to
completeness. It will particularly focus on possible network struc-
tures among Jewish consuls. A further aim will be to provide a his-
torical outline of the institution. To vary a well-known French saying,
there were ‘consuls and consuls’ in early modern Jewry. The final
section of the essay will look at the difficulty of constructing or re-
constructing continuities in a ‘history of Jewish diplomacy’.

The Office of Consul and the Economic Challenges
of the Sixteenth Century

The office of Jewish consul in the early modern Mediterranean
should not be confused with references to Jewish consuls found occa-
sionally in medieval sources. In the medieval context, such references
obviously refer to delegates or representatives of local Jewish com-
munities, and probably arise out of a misunderstanding on the part
of the non-Jewish side. There is no evidence that the Jews themselves
claimed this title during the period. By contrast, Jewish administra-
tors in the medieval Midi were occasionally called consuls, ‘but in
fact they were only the delegates of the city’s non-Jewish consuls’.8

This is the place to outline what the office of consul in the
Christian world and in the Mediterranean area signified. Here, too,
various traditions can be adduced. For instance, in the early modern
period ‘representatives of the interests of foreign states in Islamic
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6 Leah Bornstein-Makovetsky, ‘L’activité diplomatique de l’élite sépharade
après l’expulsion’, in Shmuel Trigano (ed.), La société juive à travers l’histoire,
4 vols. (Paris, 1993), iii. 433–62.
7 Jörg Ulbert and Gérard Le Bouëdec (eds.), La fonction consulaire à l’époque
moderne: L’affirmation d’une institution économique et politique (1500–1700)
(Rennes, 2006).
8 Esther Benbassa, The Jews of France: A History from Antiquity to the Present,
trans. M. B. DeBevoise (Princeton, 1999), 28.



countries’ were called consuls.9 These offices had developed in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries in the trading colonies of the Italian
mercantile republics of Venice and Genoa.10 It was customary to give
the Venetian consul in Constantinople (and, until the fifteenth centu-
ry, in Cyprus) the special title of bailo. The principal duties of Euro -
pean consuls in the Levant was to protect the merchants of their
‘nation’, to negotiate with foreign authorities if necessary (first those
of the Byzantine Empire and later of the Ottoman Empire), and to
provide logistical support in the broadest sense for traders. With the
advent in the sixteenth century of ‘capitulations’ that codified the
trading privileges of European states in the Ottoman Empire, consuls
in the Levant and Asia Minor also gained increased legal authority
over their countrymen dwelling in the region.11

Consuls in Islamic countries must be distinguished from those
consuls who carried out their functions in Europe. For instance,
Venetian consuls were active in trading centres such as London.
Conversely, there had been German consuls in the Venetian Fondaco
dei Tedeschi since the late fifteenth century.12 Thus the Serenissima,
which was probably the most important dispatcher of consuls to all
Europe, also experienced the office at home. The consulship as an
office within a group of foreign merchants had been known in Italy
since the High Middle Ages, and not only in Venice.13 Inhabitants of
the host country or host city could act as consuls for such groups.14

Finally, we may mention another tradition, though it is less relevant
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9 For this and additional bibliographical references pertaining to the present
section, see B. Spuler, ‘Consul’, in Encylopaedia of Islam (Leiden, 1954), ii. 60.
10 See also Garrett Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy (London, 1973; 1st edn.
1955), 63.
11 On this phase, see esp. Niels Steensgaard, ‘Consuls and Nations in the
Levant from 1570 to 1650’, Scandinavian Economic History Review, 15 (1967),
13–55.
12 Henry Simonsfeld, Der Fondaco dei Tedeschi in Venedig und die deutsch-vene-
tianischen Handelsbeziehungen, 2 vols. (Stuttgart, 1887; reprint Aalen, 1968), ii.
90, 205.
13 See also Maria Franca Baroni, ‘Il consolato dei mercanti a Milano nel peri-
odo comunale’, Nuova rivista storica, 59 (1975), 257–87.
14 For an interesting case from fourteenth-century Genoa, where a Genovese
served as a consul for the Greeks from the Byzantine Empire, see Catherine
Otten-Froux, ‘Deux consuls des grecs à Gênes à la fin du 14e siècle’, Revue des
Études Byzantines, 50 (1992), 241–8.



in this context, namely, that of city–republics and major cities (above
all in Italy and the south of France) that also used the designation
‘consul’ for offices within the municipal administration.15

In order to understand why a class of Jewish consuls developed in
the Mediterranean between 1500 and 1650, it will be necessary to out-
line the overall economic and historical context. It is well known that
the discovery of the East India route in the sixteenth century trans-
formed the Levantine trade and precipitated a crisis in the hitherto
unchallenged Mediterranean maritime republic of Venice.16 Yet the
effects of this change were far less grave for Jewish merchants in the
Mediterranean area. The trade between Jewish merchants and the
Ottoman Empire not only did not collapse; on the contrary, it flour-
ished. In fact, the most recent study of the eastern Mediterranean in
the sixteenth century speaks of the ‘spectacular rise’ of Jewish mer-
chants,17 many of whom also maintained trade relations with Italy.
This development was undoubtedly connected with the Ottoman
Empire’s comparatively pragmatic policy on minorities, which allow   -
ed Jewish traders (and especially Sephardic Jews, who had been
expelled in several waves since 1492) to pursue economic develop-
ment relatively unhindered, and thus to mount a flexible res ponse.18

Like Greek and Armenian traders, they profited from their versatili-
ty and knowledge of languages. Jews in the Ottoman Empire also
enjoyed the relative advantage of developed supraregional and inter-
communal networks. The Jews’ economic success has been seen as ‘in
a significant measure an outcome of their shared language and com-
mercial ethics’.19
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15 Jörg Ulbert, ‘La fonction consulaire à l’époque moderne: Définition, état
des connaissances et perspectives de recherche’, in id. and Le Bouëdec (eds.),
La fonction consulaire, 9–20, at 9.
16 See e.g. Richard T. Rapp, ‘The Unmaking of the Mediterranean Trade
Hegemony: International Trade Rivalry and the Commercial Revolution’,
Journal of Economic History, 35 (1975), 499–525.
17 Arbel, Trading Nations, 193.
18 However, historians have ascribed different significance to this factor. Com  -
paratively cautious e.g. is Bernard Dov Cooperman’s ‘Trade and Settle ment:
The Establishment and Early Development of the Jewish Communities in
Leghorn and Pisa (1591– 1626)’, (Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University, 1976), 5, 27.
19 Moises Orfali, ‘Doña Gracia Mendes and the Ragusan Republic: The Suc -
cessful Use of Economic Institutions in Sixteenth-Century Commerce’, in



Sephardic merchants (known as Levantini), who often presented
themselves as subjects of the sultans and thus as enjoying his protec-
tion, explored the full range of commercial activities in Italy during
the second half of the sixteenth century, especially in the Venetian
territories.20 It was nothing unusual for Jewish merchants to acquire
ships, or shares in them.21 For example, a Livornese source dating
from the 1590s explicitly refers to ships belonging to Jewish mer-
chants.22

Thus the Venetians as well as the European nations that had
recently entered the Levantine trade had to ‘deal with and through
the Sephardim of the Balkans, Greece and Aegean’.23 Some Italian
territories and cities took up this challenge.24 Since the sixteenth cen-
tury, there had been no way round the Sephardic Jews in the
Levantine trade. They had become indispensable cross-cultural bro-
kers, as Jonathan Israel puts it.

From the Jewish point of view, Salonika may serve as a paradigm
of this development. But the rise of Jewish merchants in Istanbul was
also striking. The proportion of transactions carried out or brokered
by Jewish merchants there rose from two-thirds in 1595 to nearly
three-quarters in 1604.25 Only the trade with Syria and Egypt re main -
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Elliott Horowitz and Moises Orfali (eds.), The Mediterranean and the Jews
(Jerusalem, 2002), 175–202, at 198.
20 Renata Segre, ‘Sephardic Settlements in Sixteenth-Century Italy: A His tori -
cal and Geographical Survey’, Mediterranean Historical Review, 6 (1991), 112– 37.
21 Gino Luzzatto, ‘Armatori ebrei a Venezia negli ultimi 250 anni della Re -
pub blica’, Rassegna mensile di Israel, 28 (1962), 160–8. See also Arbel, Trading
Nations, ch. 8 and id., ‘Shipping and Toleration: The Emergence of Jewish
Ship owners in the Early Modern Period’, Mediterranean Historical Review, 15
(2000), 56–71.
22 ‘[H]ebrei mercanti venuti ad habitare in Livorno, in le persone de quali si
può considerare se per havere vasselli, o sopra vasselli di mercantie interes-
si, et far venire mercantie di barberia.’ Quoted in Fernand Braudel and Rug -
giero Romano, Navires et marchandises à l’entrée du port de Livourne (1547–
1611) (Paris, 1951), 26.
23 Jonathan I. Israel, Diasporas within a Diaspora: Jews, Crypto-Jews and the
World Maritime Empires (1540–1740), (Leiden, 2002), 9.
24 Benjamin Ravid, ‘A Tale of Three Cities and Their Raison d’Etat: Ancona,
Venice and Livorno, and the Competition for Jewish Merchants in the
Sixteenth Century’, Mediterranean Historical Review, 6 (1991), 138–62.
25 Israel, Diasporas within a Diaspora, 62.



ed dominated by mainly Christian merchants,26 while in the Balkans,
Jewish merchants assumed key positions in the course of the six -
teenth century. Cities such as Spalato, Alessio, and the Republic of
Ragusa, which was connected to Istanbul by an overland route, rose
to become important trading centres which essentially owed their
prosperity to the activities of Jewish merchants and consuls.27

Jews thus played an indispensable role as brokers between the
Christian and Muslim spheres in the Mediterranean trade of the six-
teenth century.28 The success of Jewish merchants, however, cannot
be attributed merely to favourable political factors in the Ottoman
Empire, or to relative advantages over competing ethnic or religious
groups.29 Rather, decisive processes of transformation and innova-
tion within the economic sphere of Mediterranean Jewry itself con-
tributed to its competitive edge. Here we can see genuine responses
by Jews to those challenges that resulted from the changes in global
trade, and especially that in the Mediterranean. For example, we may
observe a rabbinical interest in, and sensitivity to, contemporary
questions of economic life and, sometimes, a readiness to find prag-
matic answers to them.30

This essay, however, will focus on processes of transformation on
the part of the Jewish merchants themselves. In the second half of the
sixteenth century, Jewish trading was consolidated in the Medi ter -
ranean area and essentially developed four forms of organization. In
these, of course, we cannot fail to recognize an orientation towards
the economic life of their non-Jewish surroundings, especially as all
four forms were also present, mutatis mutandis, in Christian econom-
ic life. Nevertheless, we can also discern differences.
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26 Ibid.
27 Aron di Leone Leoni, ‘Una teshuvà del Ma’haRaShdaM di Salonicco su una
vertenza tra due consoli ebrei e il ruolo economico dei mercanti ebrei nella
Venezia del Cinquecento’, Zakhor: Rivista di storia degli ebrei d’Italia, 7 (2004),
143–92, 156–8.
28 Robert Mantran, ‘Les origines des compagnies’, in Michel Mollat (ed.),
Sociétés et compagnies de commerce en Orient et dans l’océan Indien: Actes du huitième
colloque international d’histoire maritime 1966 (Paris, 1970), 397–413, at 403.
29 Israel, Diasporas within a Diaspora, 3.
30 Laurence Rabinovitch, ‘Hidden Interest and Risk Management in Six -
teenth-Century Mediterranean Commerce’, Jewish Law Asscociation Studies, 9
(1997), 199–211.



Here I in essence adopt Aryeh Shmuelevitz’s classification and
definition of the following organizational forms.31

(1) Partnerships. This refers to partnerships between a number of
merchants who each invested proportionately in start-up capital and
shared the workload equally.32 This kind of organization was wide-
spread in the trade between the Ottoman Empire and Venice, and
generally assumed the form of one partner taking up residence in the
Serenissima while his colleague remained in the Ottoman Empire.
Financial investment and profits varied according to the economic
importance of each partner. Sometimes ‘managerial skills’ could be
accepted as a substitute for a capital investment. Equal shares in the
capital were common, however, especially in partnerships between
‘established families’, ‘in order to guarantee the continuity of their
wealth’.33

(2) Fattoria. In this form a merchant or company engaged one or
more factors (fattori) in one or more places.34 The factors were bound
by the instructions of their employer. The fattoria system also existed
in the surrounding Christian world.35 The pay of factors was linked to
services rendered, with profit-sharing ranging from 2 to 9 per cent.36

This success-driven wage policy, whose advantages need hardly be
discussed, is believed by some historians to have been introduced into
the Ottoman Empire in a significant form by Jews.37 For example,
Moses Orfali sees the introduction of an efficiency-related wage as
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31 Aryeh Shmuelevitz, The Jews of the Ottoman Empire in the Late Fifteenth and
Six teenth Centuries: Administrative, Economic, Legal and Social Relations (Lei -
den, 1984).
32 Ibid. 142.
33 Moises Orfali, ‘Doña Gracia Mendes and the Ragusan Republic’, 185.
34 See also Minna Rozen, ‘The Fattoria: A Chapter in the History of Mediter -
ranean Trade in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries’ (in Hebrew),
Miqqedem umiyyam, 1 (1981), 100–31; and ead, ‘La vie économique des Juifs du
bassin méditerranéen de l’expulsion d’Espagne (1492) à la fin du XVIIIe siè-
cle’, in Shmuel Trigano, La société juive à travers l’histoire, 4 vols. (Paris, 1993),
iii. 296–352, at 336. See also Shmuelevitz, Jews of the Ottoman Empire, 143.
35 On Christian factors see Robert S. Lopez and Irving W. Raymond, Medieval
Trade in the Mediterranean World: Illustrative Documents (New York, 1955), 213.
See also Tucci, ‘Le colonie mercantili’, 17.
36 Rozen, ‘The Fattoria’, 129.
37 Shmuelevitz, Jews of the Ottoman Empire, 143



the ‘specific contribution’ of the Jews.38 Benjamin Arbel, on the other
hand, considers this assumption unfounded.39 Thus it is clear that
there is a need for further research in this area. In the meantime,
agreement may be more easily reached on the significance of the fat-
tore system. For instance, it can be shown that ‘the fattore system may
be considered to have been the structural cornerstone’ of the success
of the famous Sephardic Mendes family.40 It was the fattori of the
Mendes family who enabled Doña Gracia Mendes to make contact
with Turkish business circles and the Republic of Ragusa before set-
tling in the Ottoman Empire in 1552. There are also cases in which the
factor’s range of tasks expanded to include money lending.41

(3) A variant of the fattoria system was the engagement of tempo-
rary agents. A merchant would conclude a contract with such agents
and send them on a limited-term trading expedition; they thus dif-
fered from the fattori in having no permanent base at their destina-
tion. Upon their return, the contracted agents then delivered the pro-
ceeds from the sale of goods to the merchants.42

(4) Consuls. This system of organizing trade must be considered
the most complex and, for the historian, the most difficult to recon-
struct. Arbel sees the duties of the Jewish consuls as corresponding to
those of their Christian colleagues in the Levant, in particular, ‘re -
ceiv[ing] the merchandise, provid[ing] for its storage in warehouses,
[and] handl[ing] letters of credit and instructions from merchants
abroad relating to commercial and financial transactions’.43 Accord -
ing to Shmuelevitz, merchandise was stored at one or more stations
that were under the supervision of a permanent consul. Such trading
hubs were often harbours. Normally, the consul was paid 2 per cent
of the value of the merchandise for interim storage and distribution,
and an additional 2 per cent for accepting further instructions.44 In
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38 Orfali, ‘Doña Gracia Mendes and the Ragusan Republic’, 187.
39 Benjamin Arbel, letter to the author, 29 Sept. 2008.
40 Orfali, ‘Doña Gracia Mendes and the Ragusan Republic’, 187.
41 Jehudit Wimmer, ‘Jewish Merchants in Ragusa as Mediators between East
and West in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries’ (in Hebrew), in Minna
Rozen (ed.), The Days of the Crescent: Chapters in the History of the Jews in the
Ottoman Empire (Tel Aviv, 1996), 73–150, at 99.
42 Shmuelevitz, Jews of the Ottoman Empire, 145.
43 Arbel, Trading Nations, 162.
44 This indicates an orientation by the tariffs common among Christian con-



most cases he also received a basic salary. The consul had greater
scope to make decisions than the fattori, so that he could conclude
sales at the most favourable time. The common practice in older
research of not distinguishing between fattori and consuls is unten-
able.45 The following remarks will concentrate on the consuls.

Forms of Consulship among Jews

The type of consul described in the fourth category above may be
regarded as the conventional manifestation of the Jewish consul in
the sixteenth century. The defining characteristic of this sort of con-
sul was the restriction to the duties of a broker, in the broadest sense,
in the handling of trade transactions, and they tended to be concen-
trated in the trade centres of the Balkans. These Jewish consuls thus
correspond to the Christian consuls who were chosen (electi) from
among the ranks of the mercantile community (to be distinguished
from the missi, those who were sent abroad to serve their home gov-
ernments).46 Jewish consuls could also be engaged on a fee-paying
basis for the transfer of letters of credit. The exercise of this type of
consular function did not necessarily require recognition by govern-
ment authorities.

The network of Jewish consuls, however, was vulnerable to crisis
because individuals bore a high responsibility.47 The occasional dis-
cussion in the sixteenth-century responsa literature of transactions
carried out by consuls demonstrates that this particular organiza-
tional form of Levantine trade repeatedly needed intervention. It has
also been pointed out that the responsa literature shows that the
trade conducted by consuls was strictly regulated.48 This was possi-
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suls. For example, when foreign merchants in Egypt in the late sixteenth cen-
tury placed themselves under the protection of France, they had to pay a fee
of 2 per cent on all imported goods to the French consul in Alexandria. See
Arthur Leon Horniker, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry in the Levant from 1583 to
1612’, Journal of Modern History, 18 (1946), 289–305, at 293. On consular fees of
2 per cent, see also Steensgaard, ‘Consuls and Nations in the Levant’, 29, 36.
45 Joseph Nehama, Histoire des Israélites de Salonique, 5 vols. (Paris, 1935–59).
46 On this distinction in general, see Ulbert, ‘La fonction consulaire’, 16.
47 Shmuelevitz, Jews of the Ottoman Empire, 147.
48 Ibid. 148.



bly intended to promote the trust required by this form of trade. The
success of a Jewish consul depended crucially upon his being able to
build trust in the stability of his office amongst his clients. Just how
important this was, especially when the consul entertained political
ambitions, may be illustrated by the example of the Jewish consul
Maggino di Gabrielli, who was active in the Holy Roman Empire
shortly before 1600 (and to whom I shall later devote detailed con-
sideration). Because of his highly unstable situation in the Duchy of
Württemberg, as he noted himself in a letter to the ruling duke, ‘the
rich Jews [were] offended and frightened, and did not want to
come’.49

The earliest mention of a ‘consul of the Jews’ that I am aware of
dates from 1493. According to this, a certain ‘maestro Salomone con-
sole degli ebrei siciliani’ was active in Naples.50 What exactly his
duties were (he was also a physician), and to what extent his activity
was more than an isolated case before 1500, remains unclear. If Jews
were active as consuls in Sicily in the late fifteenth century, privately
or on behalf of Sicilian Jewish communities, then this tradition must
have come to an end after 1493, the year in which the Jews were
expelled from the island. In any case, there is much to indicate that
the wider development of a class of Jewish consuls in the Medi ter -
ranean dates only from the period after 1500. The emergence of the
office of consul in Jewry is inseparable, in my opinion, from the
establishment of the Iberian diaspora in the Mediterranean area in
the decades after the expulsion in 1492. Significantly, a concentration
of Jewish consuls in the sixteenth century is first recorded in places
where stable Sephardic settlements are documented.

There is also much to suggest that the settlement of Sephardic
Jews in the Mediterranean spread the Jewish consular office on a geo-
graphical scale previously unknown. For example, the Jews of Valona
(contemporary Albanian Vlorë), among whom Sephardic refu  gees are
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49 ‘die reiche[n] Juden offendiertt und erschrocken und nitt haben khommen
wollen’. Undated report, ‘Bericht den Consul Jud . . . betr.’, by Councillor
Buwinckhausen for Duke Friedrich of Württemberg (n.d., probably July
1598). Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart A 47 Bü 3 Fasz. 12.
50 Stefano Arieti, ‘La cultura medica’, in Cosimo Damiano Fonseca, Michele
Luz zati, Giuliano Tamani, and Cesare Colafemmina (eds.), L’ebraismo dell’Italia
meridionale peninsulare dalle origini al 1541: Società, economia, cultura (Galatina,
1996), 177–84, at 177.



documented, produced a series of consuls who were active in the
Adriatic region in the sixteenth century.51 Their multilingualism pre-
destined the Sephardic Jews of Valona (and of other settlements of
the Iberian diaspora in the Balkans) to exercise the office of consul.52

This development came to an end only with the city’s decline round
1600 as a result of plundering and plague.53

In the Republic of Ragusa (contemporary Dubrovnik), both Chris -
tian and Jewish consuls were already active in the early sixteenth cen-
tury.54 A document from 1602 concerning agreements about the trans-
port of merchandise belonging to Jewish merchants from Ragusa by
Christians was signed by no fewer than four Jewish consuls active in
the Republic in the name of the local Jewish mercantile community.55

Interestingly, there were Jewish consuls in Ragusa who had semi-
official status. For instance, they were assigned to collect taxes from
fellow Jews on behalf of the Ragusan Republic and ‘were part of the
official administration of the Ragusan Republic’.56 This allowed them
to store goods in state-owned, protected warehouses.57 It should also
be mentioned that Jews served as representatives of Ragusa’s eco-
nomic interests in the Balkans.58 Thus in the first half of the sixteenth
century a Jewish consul acting on behalf of Ragusa was charged with
the duty of organizing the delivery of major grain shipments to the
Republic. A document of the Christian authorities of Ragusa, dating
from 1527, names this broker as ‘Isach Trinch Judeo in la velona con-
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51 Nehama, Histoire des Israélites de Salonique, v. 174.
52 Gilles Veinstein, ‘Une communauté ottomane: Les juifs d’Avlonya
(Valona) dans la deuxième moitié du XVIe siècle’, in Gaetano Cozzi (ed.), Gli
ebrei a Venezia (secoli XIV–XVIII): Atti del convegno internazionale organizzato
dall’Istituto di storia della società e dello stato veneziano della Fondazione Giorgio
Cini (Milan, 1987), 781–828, at 811.
53 Nehama, Histoire des Israélites de Salonique, 174; Veinstein, ‘Une commu-
nauté ottomane’, 787.
54 Wimmer, ‘Jewish Merchants’.
55 Ibid. 91 gives the names of Salomo Oef, Moses Maestro, Daniel Evatar, and
Abraham Kusi.
56 Orfali, ‘Doña Gracia Mendes and the Ragusan Republic’, 183.        
57 Ibid.
58 Yakir Eventov, A History of Yugoslav Jews (in Hebrew) (Tel Aviv, 1971), 78,
104.



sule della nostra natione’.59 In the later sixteenth century and the first
half of the seventeenth century, a total of at least seven Jews were
engaged as consuls in Ragusa.60 The city of Uskub, which was impor-
tant as a hub of trade with Buda and Belgrade, is said to have recruit-
ed Sephardic consuls from among the Jews of Salonika.61 The flour-
ishing Jewish community of Salonika, moreover, provided a consid-
erable proportion of the clientele of the Ragusan Jewish consuls.
From a responsum of the Rabbi Abraham ben Moses de Boton (died
after 1592) we may infer, for example, that in Ragusa, Jewish consuls
were entrusted with receiving the goods of Jewish merchants from
Salonika and delivering them on to Ancona.62

Jewish consuls were also active in the harbour city of Alessio in
Dalmatia, where the presence of a Jewish consul named Juda Cohen
is documented.63 Cohen’s preserved bills of lading show that the
merchandise he transferred also went from the Balkans to Italy. His
activity stands out in the sources because it was documented in con-
nection with his notarially recorded declaration concerning the con-
signment of goods on a ship belonging to Turkish clients that was
plundered by pirates. As the sources demonstrate, Cohen offered his
services not only to Jews but also to Christians and Turks.

Cohen was acting on a private and commission basis, as most of
the other Jewish consuls in the Balkans mentioned here most proba-
bly also did. As has been said, the clientele of these consuls was not
necessarily Jewish. Nothing indicates that Cohen, for example, was
commissioned by the local Jewish community (‘nation’) in Alessio,
acted as its representative, or was furnished with any political au -
thor ity within a Jewish context.

This distinguishes this type of consul from all those office-holders
who can be found in the sources under designations such as consoli
degli ebrei, della nazione ebrea, or variants of the construction degli ebrei
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levantini. Before looking more closely at this group, which for the
sake of clarity I shall call ‘economic–political consuls’, it should be
noted that the development of the Jewish consulates in the Medi ter -
ranean was not always as smooth and linear as might be supposed.

For example, some Sephardic trade settlements were established
without the creation of a consulate. This was the case when, in 1551,
Cosimo I invited a number of Levantine (mainly Jewish) merchants to
settle in Tuscany. The organizational coordination of this venture was
placed in the hands of a Jew from Damascus called Servadio (Obadja),
and extant documents show that he never held the title of consul.
Indeed, the sources call him sensale (broker) and capo di tutti.64 They
are silent on how far his powers extended in non-mercantile affairs.
Another interesting example of an experiment with the office of
Jewish consul is provided by Ancona. Sponsored by the Pope, this
harbour city within the Papal State developed into a serious com-
petitor for Venice after 1534, thanks to the settlement of Sephardic
Jews. The situation, however, was politically highly complex. Even if
the Jews were obviously the driving force behind the economic rise
of Ancona in the Levantine trade, it was important not to create the
impression that the Christian authorities, especially the Pope, had
lost control of commerce. It was presumably such considerations that
in 1535 led to the appointment of a Christian merchant as consul for
all the city’s merchants engaged in the Levantine trade, most of
whom were, of course, Jews.65 Although the Christian consuls of
Ancona, whose duties were mainly of a legal nature, were said to be
fluent in several languages,66 the office was not, at first, successful.
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The burning of the Jews at the stake in Ancona in 1555 did not
strengthen the trust of Sephardic merchants in Christian middlemen
acting as consuls. The dramatic events of 1555 likewise show that the
political influence of the Jews was rather limited. Well-known efforts
by the Ottoman Empire’s Sephardic elite to boycott Ancona failed.
‘The failure of the boycott clearly reveals to us the institutional limi-
tations of Jewish political activity in this period. Divided from with-
in, and lacking the means to enforce any central decision on a more
than local level, the Jewish community was simply unable to carry
out such an ambitious project which required virtually unanimous
consent on the part of all of its members.’67

The conjecture that the aftermath of this failure fostered the devel-
opment of economic–political consulates in the years that followed
cannot, in my opinion, be dismissed. The establishment of econom-
ic–political Jewish consulates in the Mediterranean could not provide
a guarantee against official arbitrariness or expulsions, but it could be
seen as a way of ensuring a more coordinated course of action to -
wards the authorities in future. The creation of a consulate whose
duties comprised more than merely the brokering of business trans-
actions promised, at least in theory, to provide a centralized repre-
sentation of the interests of polycentric groups of Jewish merchants.
This criterion in particular is what I mean when I refer to ‘political’
consuls.

It is my thesis that the far-reaching events in Ancona and the in -
creasing importance of Levantine Jews in the Mediterranean trade
after the middle of the century were probably the main factors lead-
ing to the development of Jewish economic–political consulates. The
activity of previous Jewish consuls in the traditional sense outlined
above, it is true, constituted an important springboard for this devel-
opment. This fluid transition between mercantile and the econom-
ic–political consuls could hardly be better illustrated than by the
career of the famous Daniel Rodriga (died 1603), as I shall now show
in greater detail.
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The Emergence of Economic–Political Consuls among Jews

In the following sections I shall focus on Jewish consuls such as
Rodriga, who emphatically claimed to speak for the ‘nation’ of the
Jews, or one of the ‘nations’ within Jewry. This never, of course,
meant the entire Jewish ‘nation’, but always only the Jewish commu-
nity of one place or territory, or a consortium of Jewish merchants in
one territory. One of the oldest documents known to me that assigns
a concrete title to such a claim (except for the Sicilian ‘consolo degli
ebrei siciliani’ of 1493 mentioned above) dates from 1571. Here we
meet a certain ‘Ser Jacoda hebreo’ in the year of his death, described
as ‘consolo degli hebrei’ in Corfu. Nothing else is known about him.
There is much to suggest that he was already exercising his office as
consul ‘degli ebrei’ in the 1560s. His appointed successor (and this is
possibly an important point distinguishing the office from one con-
ducted on a private basis), Moise Massa, assumed the consulship in
the year of his predecessor’s death. Henceforth Venetian notarial
documents consistently refer to him as ‘console degli Ebrei di Corfù’.68

Starting no later than 1573, the Portuguese-born Sephardic Jew
Daniel Rodriga mentioned above held a comparable position in
Narenta, not far from the contemporary city of Split.69 In a Venetian
notarial document of 1569 we meet a Rodriga described as ‘hebreo
consule in Narenta’ and ‘consul in oppido Narente’, but not as ‘con-
sole degli hebrei’. The tiny difference in choice of words is important.
It presumably marks the threshold between a private individual
exercising the consular office in the broadest sense (who, as we know
from Rodriga’s early activity, transferred the merchandise of indi-
vidual Sephardic merchants from a depot in the Balkans to Venice on
a contractual basis) and someone acting as an officially appointed
representative of a group of merchants and their families as a ‘nation’
(in the early modern sense of the word), with its associated political
implications.70 While it should be emphasized that the ‘nation’ which
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Rodriga represented was numerically modest in size, the same was
often true of similar Christian groups. Thus in Antwerp, for example,
twenty merchants were enough to be considered a Christian ‘nation’
that could appoint a consul.71

The fact that the title ‘consul of the Jews’ was considered political
regardless of the actual size of the nation may be seen from the fact
that in 1573 Rodriga conducted negotiations with the Venetian
authorities in order to obtain this title there. The endeavour to have
this office recognized by Christian authorities is a further distinctive
mark of the new type of Jewish economic–political consul. Sig nifi -
cantly, in 1573 Rodriga secured the Doge’s pledge that he could use
the title ‘Console della Natione Hebrea in questa città di Venezia’, but
only on condition that the Jewish merchants of Venice elected him to
the office. As it turned out, Rodriga was not elected, and we do not
know precisely why. In the following years he worked as a promi-
nent mediator between Jewish merchants and the authorities, though
still without the official title of consul for the Levantine and Ponen -
tine Jews. This he obtained only in 1589.

Rodriga was evidently not the only contemporary who attempted
to bring about a partially political reinterpretation of the consular
office. The same may also be true of a Balkan Jewish consul named
Avner Halperin who is documented as having been the patient of a
famous Sephardic doctor, Amatus Lusitanus (1511–68).72 If Eventov’s
assumption that, in addition to his consulship, Halperin held the func-
tion of a rosch hakahal or head of community (a claim that Eventov,
regrettably, does not develop) is accurate, then Halperin may be
regarded as an early example of efforts to accumulate competences
beyond the mere economic function of brokering.73 This would pre-
sumably also apply to the Jewish merchant Salomo Oef, mainly
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active in Ragusa and who, according to Eventov, appears in a source
dated 1577 as a consul for ‘eastern Jews’. Interestingly, Oef is also
documented as having been a rabbi (1586). If Oef represented his
group of merchants abroad and in dealings with the authorities, then
it would be reasonable to see the basis for this activity as lying main-
ly in his strong economic position as a merchant in the trade between
Italy (Ancona) and the Ragusan Republic. He already owned a ship
in the 1570s, and sources from as late as 1606 mention that he was still
active.74

The oldest evidence known to me for the use of the title ‘Consul
of the Levantine Jews’, as Rodriga and the first consul of Livorno and
Pisa, Maggino di Gabrielli (1591), were later to style themselves, can
be traced to Venice in 1579. The name of the office-holder is not ex -
plicitly mentioned in the extant sources, but it was evidently the mer-
chant Hayyim Saruq, originally resident in Salonika, who had regu-
larly resided in the Serenissima as a subject of the Ottoman sultan
since the 1560s.75 Saruq, whose entrepreneurial talent is not easy to
judge, and who appears from time to time in Venetian documents
because of bankruptcy, described himself, as a witness in a trial of the
Inquisition in Venice in 1580, as ‘consul of the Levantine nation’.76

The question of whether Saruq used this title with the approval of
the authorities and the backing of the majority of Levantine Jews in
Venice has not been answered. It is possible that his publicly assert-
ed claim to the office of consul was just a stratagem in his internal
and well-documented power struggle with Daniel Rodriga, who had
the same ambitions.77 At one time or another, Saruq could, it seem,
rely on the support of most of the Levantini. Nevertheless, in a mem-
orandum of 1590 from the Levantine Jews to the Venetian authorities
he also appears merely as ‘Rabi Cain Saruc nostro agente et p[rocu-
rato]re’.78

This may be connected with the events of 1590. In the previous
year Saruq’s rival, Rodriga, had won important partial victories.
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After years of advocacy, he persuaded Venice to build a scala in the
Dalmatian city of Spalato (today Split), linked with Salonika and Is -
tan bul by the land route.79 Far more important within the total Jewish
context, of course, was that in the same year Rodriga was able to per-
suade the Venetian authorities to approve official toleration for the
Ponentini or Ponentine Jews in the city. Although they had resided in
Venice for several decades, they lived in a precarious grey zone. The
official opening of the city to the Ponentini, who could now perma-
nently settle there, marked a momentous turn in the history of the
Sephardic Jews. Henceforth they were no longer regarded as for-
eigners who were only temporarily tolerated in Venice. Now they
were subjects. They could not be arrested in case of war and were
permitted to engage in all forms of foreign trade that were otherwise
allowed only to Venetians.80 Their future settlement was established
on the basis of an authorized, renewable ten-year mandate.81

Rodriga’s victory against his rival Saruq set the course for a more
political interpretation of the consular office within the Jewish con-
text. Saruq seems to have been something of a loner. The range of his
abilities and activities was unquestionably impressive. He spoke sev-
eral languages, was active as a financier, insurer, and international
merchant, owned a ship, patronized Hebrew printing, and spied for
the Serenissima.82 Saruq appears to have seen the duties of a consul
as consisting of ad hoc, problem-oriented action in the broadest
sense. There is an abundance of documentation to show that he re -
peatedly concerned himself with the practical affairs of the Levantini,
but he does not appear to have been a daring visionary like Rodriga.
It is prob ably for this reason that historians have bestowed consider-
ably more attention on the activities of Rodriga. What is more, many
historians have not shied away from piling superlatives on him. Ben -
jamin Ravid, for instance, sees in him ‘one of the leading—if not the
leading—and most successful Jewish entrepreneurs of his century’.83
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Naturally, we should not overlook that after 1589 Rodriga, too,
had considerable obstacles to surmount. The consulate understood
politically required advocacy, for the mercantile community was
highly individualistic. It is significant that Saruq, in his role as agent
and de facto consul for the Levantini, took the wise precaution of hav-
ing his duties confirmed on oath by the Sephardic merchants who
approached him.84 Yet Saruq was in principle willing to tolerate this
form of what Cooperman calls ‘contractual politics’. He was satisfied
if his power ‘derived from a specific contractual agreement drawn up
among individuals for mutual profit’ and his missions were ‘limited
to the specific and immediate goal’.85

The claims of Rodriga and his Tuscan colleague, Maggino di
Gabrielli, on the consular office went far beyond this. Rodriga, for ex -
ample, procured important positions for members of his family in the
network he created through his consulship. Maggino anchored the
her it ability of the office in his family. It is no wonder that both
Maggino and Rodriga repeatedly encountered mistrust and resist-
ance from the Jewish side. In the case of Maggino, this led to an open
revolt by the Jews of Pisa and Livorno in 1593, and the abolition of
the office of consul in these Tuscan cities. And round the turn of the
century, during negotiations for the extension of the charter pertain-
ing to Levantine and Ponentine Jews, Rodriga also had to accept a
clause which specified that the consul was authorized ‘to have
recourse to the government to secure the payment of the communal
taxes’ only jointly with other, not specifically named, representatives
of the Jewish merchants.86

These examples reveal the field of tension within which any rep-
resentative of Sephardic interests had to operate at the political level.
Although the memory of events in Ancona was still alive and served
as a reminder of the need for coordinated representation, the Jewish
merchants eyed any restriction of individual mercantile freedom
with suspicion, and especially the concentration of authority in the
hands of a single, high-ranking, political representative.

It is indisputable that Rodriga was an important organizer of eco-
nomic–political projects that were recognized not only by Christians
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but also by Jews. In 1589 Rodriga himself maintained that he received
a fixed annual salary of 500 ducats from the merchants whom he rep-
resented, and payment of a grosso for every bale of merchandise.87

The Venetian ruling class in turn respected him as ‘fedelissimo nostro
Daniel Rodriga’.88 We should not overlook, however, that Rodriga’s
advocacy of a scala in Spalato also benefited his own commercial inter-
ests. The beneficiaries of the scala were mainly Jewish merchants in
Spalato and the nearby town of Narenta, including the local consul
there, namely, Rodriga. Nor do we need to stress that Rodriga or his
brother—the sources here do not permit an exact identification—
soon rose to become ‘Console della Nazione Ebraica in Spalato’. The
project of the scala, which Rodriga had pushed for decades, certainly
cannot be separated from his vital business interests. It is this specif-
ic blurring of commercial and political interests that we shall en coun -
ter again and again in the office of the consul ‘degli ebrei’. For in -
stance, it is also apparent in the life of Maggino, and far more unluck-
ily, although in the long term by no means accidentally, as I shall
now show.

The Case of Maggino di Gabrielli

I will now present Maggino’s biography in greater detail, as it is still
known only to a few specialists.89 During his lifetime, the Italiano Jew
Maggino (born 1561) ventured on a number of different undertak-
ings, including the production of cloth, an invention for the improve-
ment of the silk industry, trading in spices, moneylending, and glass-
making. In the 1580s a decree was issued granting Maggino the priv-
ilege of producing crystal glass and mirrors by a new method for fif-
teen years in all the Papal States. There is evidence from papal
sources that the glass produced by the Jewish businessman was used
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in Roman palazzi and, interestingly, even in some of the most presti-
gious buildings of the Counter-Reformation, such as the Lateran
Palace and the Vatican Library. Pope Sixtus V went on to grant Mag -
gino a special privilege for the production and distribution of stan-
dardized glass vessels. Sixtus’s death in 1590 and the subsequent suc-
cession of less pragmatic popes brought these privileges to an end.90

Maggino found a secure haven at the Medici court in Florence,
where he was appointed consul of the Levantine and Ponentine Jews
in Livorno and Pisa in 1591. Maggino evidently enjoyed the full sup-
port of the Tuscan Grand Duke. He had the impressive amount of
100,000 scudi at his disposal in order to boost the Jewish settlement
and thus the economic development of Livorno. Nevertheless, in
1593 an open revolt against Maggino among the Jews of Pisa and
Livorno led to the demission of the powerful consul. In 1597 he sud-
denly appeared north of the Alps, in Lorraine. This Duchy had ex -
pelled the Jews in the 1470s. Maggino’s attempt to convince the Duke
of Lorraine to reconsider Jewish settlement was crowned with suc-
cess. He was subsequently allowed to establish an Oriental Trade
Company. Soon afterwards Maggino turned up in Kurtrier and
Württemberg where, again as a consul, he received charters for him-
self and his merchants.91 In the end, however, anti-Jewish agitation
contributed significantly to the failure of these projects. A powerful
coalition between the Church, the Estates, and the magistrates man-
aged to corner the Duke of Württemberg, who had tried to promote
the Jewish settlement over a period of several months. The Jewish
merchants were even confronted with accusations of blood libel.
Maggino witnessed his privileges, including the concession to estab-
lish a branch in the capital of Stuttgart, eroding. After 1598, this
Jewish consul disappears from the pages of history.
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Rodriga / Maggino: A Network? The Geographical Expansion of the
Consular Office round 1600 and its Further Development

I have explained elsewhere that Rodriga and Maggino probably met
in Rome in the 1580s.92 Here I shall summarize the chronology of
events. Rodriga operated in Rome in the late 1570s, working on com-
mission for Levantine merchants in Venice and Ancona. Possibly in
connection with the new regime in the Curia under Sixtus V, Rodriga
temporarily transferred the mandate for his political mission in Rome
to a certain Ventura Finzi in 1585. Rodriga hoped that Finzi would set
up ‘a trade centre run by Levantine Jews’ in the neighbouring King -
dom of Naples.93 The notarial documents that sealed the collabora-
tion between Rodriga and Finzi include a list of twenty-eight mem-
bers of the Levantine nation, twenty from Venice and eight from
Ancona. These Levantini entrusted the acting consul Finzi with the
ambitious project of negotiating privileges and patents for the Levan -
tine trade with all temporal rulers in Christendom and the Pope.94

Who was this Ventura Finzi? The historian Renata Segre has re -
marked that in the sources he appears to be quite ‘closely connected’
to Rodriga. The few sources we are aware of at present do not allow
us to make any well-founded statements about Finzi. According to
Segre, he left almost no biographical traces. Yet the few documents
discovered so far point to noteworthy connections. This man, who
enjoyed the trust of both Rodriga and the Levantine Jews to such a
high degree and apparently had important contacts in Spanish polit-
ical circles,95 was none other than the cousin of Maggino di Gabrielli.
Their kinship, moreover, is documented by more than pieces of
paper. In the Roman years it had already led to a close commercial
collaboration between Maggino and Finzi. In 1588, on his cousin’s
commission, Finzi undertook to obtain recognition of Maggino’s
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papal privileges (related to his invention in the silk industry) in the
Kingdom of Naples. Documents showing that Finzi was Maggino’s
authorized agent in 1594 in connection with real estate dealings also
support the hypothesis that there was close cooperation between the
cousins.96

The relation between Finzi and Maggino appears to have been
shaped by mutual trust. It is therefore conceivable that Finzi includ-
ed his ambitious young cousin in his mission to negotiate papal priv-
ileges for the Levantine trade on behalf of the previously mentioned
twenty-eight Sephardic Jews. The death of Sixtus V presumably
thwart ed these plans. On the other hand, Maggino’s evidently fric-
tionless move to the position of consul in Tuscany after Sixtus’s death
and the establishment a few years later of a Jewish Levantine com-
pany in the Holy Roman Empire may possibly be seen in connection
with Finzi’s und Rodriga’s background activity. The striking lack of
archival sources on the early history and drafting of the Tuscan char-
ter of 1591 (the original version of the famous Livornina) has already
led to the assumption that Maggino must have circumvented the
authorities and negotiated the conditions for the settlement of the
Levantine Jews with the Grand Duke himself.97 This would once
again indicate Maggino’s strong negotiating position, which a loner
could hardly have enjoyed.

Independently of this hypothesis, it can hardly be doubted that
Maggino’s plan to settle a Levantine company in the Holy Roman
Empire, a plan that historians have hitherto neglected in this connec-
tion, marks the greatest geographical extension of the idea of Jewish
consulship. However historians judge Maggino’s activities in detail,
his biography makes plain that, on the threshold of the seventeenth
century, Maggino hoped to extend the Jewish consulate even beyond
the Mediterranean area. This plan for the Holy Roman Em pire failed
in about 1600, and we know of no imitators; but late transcripts of
Maggino’s mandate in Lorraine suggest that the memory of his
attempt persisted well into the eighteenth century.98 The Jewish con-
sul can be seen, and perhaps already was seen by contemporaries in
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the Holy Roman Empire, as a precursor of the class of ‘court Jews’
that was to form a few decades later.

In Italy, on the other hand, the recent tradition of the econom-
ic–political consul by no means ended with the death of Rodriga
(1603) and the disappearance of Maggino (1598). The title of consul in
the tradition of Rodriga was common in Venice until at least 1607.99

Thus, for example, we possess a petition of 1607 from the ‘console
degli ebrei ponentini e levantini’ by the name of Josua Ferro ad dress -
ed to the Venetian authorities, in which the consul attempts to im -
prove the position of his nation, including the Tedeschi Jews.100

We should also mention the case of Livorno, where the local Jews
wanted to rename their massari as consuls.101 (Ironically, Livorno is
the city where a revolt in 1593 had led to the abolition of consulship
and with it the office held by Maggino.) Finally, we should note that
among the Portuguese nation in Venice, which consisted mainly of
baptized (but sometimes still practising) Jews and whose contacts
with the Sephardic Jews in the Ghetto were complex, a consulate also
developed round 1600. This office was recognized by the Spanish
government in 1621, and for the next three generations its holder was
drawn from the ranks of the nuovi cristiani.102 Further investigation is
needed to determine whether this development, especially the wish
for a common representation of interests, was furthered by the Ven -
etian consular career of the Sephardic Jew Rodriga (1589), of which
the nuovi cristiani were surely aware, and by Maggino’s ap point ment
as consul of Livorno and Pisa (1591).

Benjamin Arbel has rightly noted that ‘the function of “Consul of
the Levantini” in Venice’ and ‘the phenomenon of the appearance in
the sixteenth century of Jewish consuls [have] not yet been suffi-
ciently studied’.103 Rodriga and Maggino represent a development
that has still not been satisfactorily investigated, and their biogra-
phies require more research. In this connection, Maggino’s career, in
my opinion, is of special significance for various reasons. He is an in -
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teresting case because his biography shows that an Italiano Jew could
also lay claim to the title of consul of the Levantine nation, north of the
Alps as well as in Italy. Maggino’s main advantage (at the time of his
appointment as consul of Livorno and Pisa he was barely 30 years old)
was undoubtedly, in addition to his extensive family network, his
considerable contacts with the Christian authorities.

The primary purpose of appointing consuls who operated in the
name of the Ponentine or Levantine nation was to create economic
synergy for Sephardic merchants and to obtain guarantees from the
authorities. In the cases both of Rodriga and Maggino, it was direct-
ly linked with the project of creating a permanent settlement for this
Jewish ‘nation’ and making a claim to political leadership. This claim
went far beyond the competence of the merely mercantile type of
consulship still encountered in the first half of the sixteenth century.
It should be emphasized, in my opinion, that it was not so much
quantity (consuls represented a relatively small number of merchants
or families) as the quality of the political claim that was decisive for
the assessment and evaluation of the phenomenon.

Rodriga and especially Maggino represent the most pronounced
and systematic attempt among Jews to fuse economic and political
power in the office of the consul around 1600, and not only in con-
nection with the settlement of Levantine Jews in Italy. In 1595 Mag -
gino received another privilege from the Grand Duke of Tuscany,
this time pertaining to the settlement of Italian and Ashkenazi Jews
who had been expelled from Lombardy. Although these settlement
plans did not materialize on a large scale, it is significant that Mag -
gino succeeded once again, as in 1591, in being appointed consul (al -
though now, of course, not for the Levantine Jews).104 This suggests
that Maggino continued to believe in the importance of the consulate,
and that he attempted to develop the office systematically. In 1591,
the idea of a consulate in Livorno and Pisa was undoubtedly Mag -
gino’s original contribution to the negotiations, possibly directly sug-
gested by Rodriga.105 As studies have shown, the famous charter of
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Livorno of 1591 is highly dependent on the text of the 1572 invitation
by the Duke of Savoy to the Sephardic Jews (which was never to
advance beyond its early stages).106 Pre cisely what is lacking in this
document is anchored in detail in the Livorno charter, namely, the
office of the consul. The adoption of the consulate in the charter bears
the ‘signature’ of Maggino and perhaps Rodriga.

It is conspicuous that Maggino’s Tuscan negotiations were orient-
ed by the model of the Christian consul in the Levant, and the same
is undoubtedly true of Rodriga’s activities in previous decades. For
instance, a prominent passage in the edict that Ferdinando I promul-
gated in Livorno in 1591 expressly states that the office and privileges
of the Jewish consul Maggino do not differ from those of his
Christian colleagues.107 Yet in reality, the extent of legal power in
relation to settlement policy claimed by Maggino in Livorno, and
granted to him by the Grand Duke, far exceeded the official duties
and privileges of most Christian consuls, as was probably the case
with appointment for life.108 In the Christian mercantile world, it was
customary that the consul was not himself involved in business,109 a
rule to which neither Maggino nor Rodriga adhered.

Consulship and Jewish Diplomacy

The attempt to establish the office of consul within a Jewish context
in Italy (Rodriga) and in the Holy Roman Empire (Maggino) was, in
my opinion, neither arbitrary nor accidental. It must be regarded as
a genuine attempt to find an answer to the sensitive question of an
appropriate title for representatives of Jewish elites in Italy and the
Holy Roman Empire in the sixteenth century.110 A salient example of
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the explosive power of words, well-remembered in the sixteenth cen-
tury, was the 1536 controversy over Josel von Rosheim’s claim to the
title of ‘governor’ (Regierer) of the Jewish community, which was
taken as far as the Imperial High Court.111 Conversely, to avoid spec-
ifying a title was likewise unpromising, since this ensured confusion
in the non-Jewish world.112 How careful Maggino was about the
choice of words with respect to his business in the Holy Roman
Empire is apparent in his insistence on calling the trading company
‘Hebraic’. This was connected with a desire to avoid harming the
company’s chances by a false designation, in this case the provoca-
tive word ‘Jewish’. There can thus be little doubt that his decision
concerning the title of consul was thoroughly deliberated.

What has here been said about the situation in the Holy Roman
Empire also applies mutatis mutandis to Italy. Rodriga knew that in a
century which had witnessed so many different plans and attempts
concerning Sephardic settlements,113 it was important for Christian
contemporaries to know who they were dealing with. The title of
consul enabled a classification in the categories of the Christian com-
mercial world and, in particular, of the Levantine trade. That the title,
as used by Maggino and Rodriga, was bound up with the claim to
political representation of the Jewish nation (of whatever sort) did
not escape the Christian side. This can clearly be seen, for example, in
the correspondence of the English government, which closely ob -
served the activities of Jewish merchants from the Levant in Rome in
the late 1580s—and hence those of Rodriga,114 though he is not men-
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tioned by name: ‘The Jewish ambassadors have obtained from his Holi -
ness exhortatory letters to all the Catholic potentates who have forces
at sea not to molest vessels of the Jews.’115

Leah Bornstein-Makovetsky has pointed out the difficulties of
applying the term ‘Jewish diplomacy’ in the nineteenth-century
sense to the political activities of Sephardic Jews in the early modern
period. She sees the informal Shtadlanut, that is, the actions of promi-
nent individuals from the Jewish commercial elite during crises, as
the dominant form of Jewish diplomatic activity in this period. In
principle, I share this view. I believe, however, that efforts such as
those by Rodriga and Maggino to establish a consulate went beyond
this traditional form of representing Jewish interests. Rodriga’s agen-
da, as Bornstein-Makovetsky has noted, can hardly be called ad hoc.
His attempts to establish a consulate were, like those by Maggino,
pru dent and systematically planned. The conjecture previously rais -
ed, namely, that there had been contact between Rodriga, the Jewish
consul of Venice, and Maggino, his colleague in Tuscany (and later in
the Holy Roman Empire) since the 1580s would further suggest that
in this special case the particular type of inter-personal network had
developed whose existence Bornstein-Makovetsky sees as evidence
that Jewish diplomacy of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was
more than ad hoc in nature.116

Conclusion and Outlook

The emergence of the economic–political consular office in Medi ter -
ranean Jewry will now be summarized. In terms of the number of
consuls and members of the Jewish community that they represent-
ed, economic–political consulship in early modern Jewry was never
a large-scale phenomenon. But this is not the decisive fact for histori-
ans. This form of consular office merits their attention because of its
quality as a genuine response to economic–political challenges at a
time of huge upheavals in international trade and in the situation of
the Mediterranean Jews, in particular, the Iberian Jews.
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The birth of the economic–political consular office in this context
by no means directly coincides with the early formation of the Iberian
diaspora. In the first half of the sixteenth century, we note various
Jewish experiments to adapt the originally Christian, and specifical-
ly Venetian, office and title of consul. In the Balkans, for example, we
can document Jews as consuls in the service of the Republic of
Ragusa. Most Jewish consuls in the Balkans, however, were active in
a private capacity, offering their services to Christian as well as Jew -
ish clients. In Ancona, on the other hand, the office of consul of the
Levantini was held by a Christian.

It was not for this reason, however, that Ancona was to represent
a turning-point in Sephardic history and thus also for the further de -
vel opment of the consular office among Mediterranean Jewry. Rather,
it was the death of Jewish martyrs in Ancona that gave an im portant
impetus to the emergence of a class of consuls that claimed to repre-
sent the Jewish nation in one place, or a local Jewish nation and, if the
situation arose, its political interests. This process took place, as I
have tried to show, in a geographical space extending from the
periphery of the area under Venetian economic influence to the very
heart of the Serenissima itself. I have indicated the separate stages of
this development, in whose first decades the claim to representation
was largely visible only in the designation ‘consoli degli ebrei’ and
during which little is known about the exercise of the office. Thus in
the 1560s consuls designated ‘degli ebrei’ appeared on the scene in
Corfu. In the 1570s we find Jewish consuls laying claim to a compa-
rable function on the Dalmatian coast and in the Balkans. Sources
grow more numerous in 1573, when the Venetian Doge in principle
allowed the merchant Daniel Rodriga to use the title ‘Console della
Natione Hebrea in questa città’. Rodriga’s assumption of the office
was delayed by the power struggle with his mercantile colleague and
rival Hayyim Saruq. In the 1580s Saruq appeared to have been active
as the de facto consul of the Levantine Jews,117 but in 1589 Rodriga
gained the upper hand. Borne up by his success in connection with
the construction of a scala in Spalato, he seized the op portunity to be
appointed ‘Console degli Hebrei Levantini e Ponentini’ by the Ven -
etian Jewish community, an appointment that, as Aron di Leone
Leoni tells us, the senate accepted ‘enthusiastically’. The settlement of
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Sephardic merchants in Tuscany somewhat later (1591) under the
aegis of a strong Jewish consulate was un doubtedly influenced by
this development. As I have noted, the tradition of the economic–
political consulate founded by Rodriga by no means stopped after
1600 in Italy. In Dalmatia, too, and specifically in Spalato, this tradi-
tion continued into the first half of the seventeenth century. Consuls
known by name, for example, were Rodriga’s successors Yacob
Abenun (c.1610),118 and Yoseph Penso (c.1630).119 Penso also operat-
ed as a spy for the Serenissima.120 In 1638, a Venetian source men-
tioned that Spalato officially had four well-to-do Jewish merchants
who acted as ‘consoli ordinarij’, and two others who claimed the title
and whose claim was tolerated.121 That the activity of these consuls
went beyond purely commercial duties can be gathered from the
same source. Thus the anti-Jewish Christian author complained
about the alleged meddling of the consuls in all branches of urban
economic life and appealed to the Venetian authorities to reduce the
Jewish consulate to a ‘simple consulate’ (‘solo e semplice consola-
to’).122

It is striking, however, that the model shaped by Rodriga and
Maggino, with a consul at the top, was weakening. There are many
indications that the idea of economic–political consulship was on the
wane after 1650. Although Jews were active as consuls in, for exam-
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ple, Dalmatia after this time, they were, crucially, less consuls of the
Jews. In the late 1650s and 1660s we have reports of a certain Salvator
Lima who operated as a consul of the Jews in Spalato but, interest-
ingly, his efforts to have his title officially recognized by Venice came
to nought in 1670.123

Erosion of the economic–political consulship among the Jews can,
in my opinion, be dated to the mid-seventeenth century, although
perhaps future research will be able to differentiate more clearly
between the various factors than it is possible to do here. At present,
there is much in favour of linking the decline of the Jewish econom-
ic–political consulship with resistance and mistrust that were never
completely surmounted, and the pronounced individualism of Jew -
ish merchants. But these are not likely to be the only reasons for the
erosion. Possibly, and this is only a working hypothesis, we must
also take into account factors arising from transformations in the
Levantine trade and international diplomacy on the Christian side.

In this context, we need to bear in mind the creeping national
identification of the consular office in the Mediterranean and in the
Christian economic sphere.124 I refer here to the transition in the
Christian world from the type of consul who was selected from
among the ranks of merchants on the strength of his respectability
and economic power, and then, as the situation dictated, recognized
by the home government and local authorities of the host country,125

to the figure of the consul who was recognized by the state from the
outset. It must be stressed that this process by no means took place
without exceptions and deadlocks.126 Nevertheless, these could do
nothing to change the inexorable trend towards an ever stronger
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national identification of the consulate.127 In the late eighteenth cen-
tury the convergence of the office of the consul and that of the state-
recognized diplomat had progressed so far that one could speak
mutatis mutandis of the professional image today associated with the
office.128

It is not difficult to see what this development must have meant
for a people without a state such as the Jews. In the epoch of dawn-
ing nationalism, the office of consul of the Jewish nation was
undoubtedly more difficult to legitimize than ever before. This does
not mean, it should be noted, that the activity of Jews as consuls
stopped with the rise of nationalism, but it continued under changed
conditions. Where Jews henceforth held the office, they did so above
all in the service of Christian states. For instance, the governments of
those European nations that had negotiated capitulations with the
Ottoman Empire appointed successful Jewish merchants from Italy
as consuls in the Levant.

Jews who assumed this office under these auspices naturally no
longer acted as representatives of the interests of their co-religionists,
or even as their political representatives. Particularly in the aftermath
of the capitulations negotiated by France under Louis XIV (1673) and
by the Hapsburgs (1718), Jewish merchants, especially from Livorno
but also from Genoa and Ancona, increasingly settled in the Levant
under European protection.129 Aleppo was a concentration of settle-
ment. The year 1784 marks an important stage in this development,
when the Jewish merchant Rafael Picciotto rose to the position of
vice-consul of the Hapsburgs in the Levant.130 Russia evidently also
appointed Picciotto in a similar function.131

This process in turn led to the formation of Jewish consular fami-
lies, though it should be made clear that local Jews were often not the
beneficiaries of this development. The European Jews who gained
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office and honour in the Levant stressed their distinction from local
Jews and had little connection with local communities. This group of
Jewish consuls felt themselves to be ‘protected guests’ enjoying a spe-
cial status.132

With the advent of nationalism at the latest, the tradition of the
economic–political consul founded by Rodriga and Maggino finally
came to an end. Under changed conditions, it made increasingly less
sense for a people without a state to have its own ‘ambassadors’, as
the English government had called a Jewish consul such as Rodriga
in 1600. Yet as the dawning age of nationalism put an end once and
for all to the economic–political consulship of early modern Jewry
based on a Christian–Venetian model, it was only at the end of this
period, around 1900, that a Viennese journalist named Theodor Herzl
could dream of a Jewish state, with a Doge borrowed from the Serene
Republic at its head.

132 Milano, Storia degli ebrei italiani, 170–4.
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